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Abstract
A comprehensive analysis of scaling laws for plasma focus devices producing neutrons is
presented. Similarities and differences in plasma focus devices working with stored energies
ranging from 1 MJ to 0.1 J are found. First, a brief review listing the most important results
achieved by the Thermonuclear Plasma Department of the Chilean Nuclear Energy
Commission, CCHEN, is presented. The aim of the work at CCHEN has been to characterize
the physics of dense plasma foci and also to carry out the design and construction of smaller
devices—in terms of both input energy and size—capable of providing dense hot plasmas.
Certain scaling rules have been found from this research. These rules combined with other
scaling laws have been applied to design and construct plasma focus devices with storage
energy in a region never explored before (tens of joules and less than 1 J). Thus, a
comprehensive analysis also including results from other groups is presented. In particular, all
the devices, from the largest to the smallest, maintain the same value of ion density, magnetic
field, plasma sheath velocity, Alfvén speed and the quantity of energy per particle. Therefore,
fusion reactions are even possible to obtain in ultraminiature devices (driven by generators of
0.1 J for example), as they are in the larger devices (driven by generators of 1 MJ). However,
the stability of the plasma pinch highly depends on the size and energy of the device.

source of radiation (x-rays, XUV and neutrons), there is
a renewed interest in the development of transportable and
portable plasma foci for industrial and field applications, as
nanoflashes of radiation. A new generation of very small, fast
and compact devices has been developed during the present
century [2–12].
A PF is a kind of pinch discharge in which a highpulsed voltage is applied to a low-pressure gas between
coaxial cylindrical electrodes, generating a short-duration
high-density plasma region in the axis (pinch) [2]. The
maximum pinch compression should be close to the peak
current in order to achieve the best efficiency. Two geometries
were proposed for these devices differing in their electrodes’
aspect ratio (electrode length divided by inner electrode
diameter): the Filipov configuration [13], with an aspect ratio
<1 (typical values are 0.2) and the Mather configuration [14],

1. Introduction
Originally, in the last century (1960s, 1970s and 1980s
inclusive), the plasma focus (PF) was studied as a possible
device for controlled thermonuclear fusion. However, the main
mechanisms producing neutrons are the thermonuclear and the
beam target, the beam target being the dominant mechanism.
At present, on the one hand, there are some suggestions to
increase the thermonuclear component of neutron production
over the beam target component in the hope of obtaining a
device relevant to thermonuclear fusion studies [1, 2]. On the
other hand, as the PF is an intense pulsed non-radioactive
∗
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the pinch current [47]. On the other hand, using the data
of 117 experiments it has been found that Y goes as Y ∼
I04.0–4.7 [10, 42]. Recent works based on numerical experiments
[48–50] have shown that the yield scales as Y ∼ E 2 and
Y ∼ I04.5 for low kilojoules and sub-kilojoules devices, while
for high kilojoules and megajoules PF devices the scaling is
deteriorating for energy as Y ∼ E 0.8 , but scaling with the
current is maintained as Y ∼ I04.5 . In addition, it is well known
that the axial and radial velocities of the plasma sheath are
proportional to (Io /ap 1/2 ) (where a is the anode radius, and p
is the gas filling pressure or mass density filling pressure) [29].
Lee and Serban [17] observed in the 1990s that (Io /ap 1/2 ),
called ‘drive parameter’ by them, has an average value of
77 kA cm−1 mbar−1/2 with a small variation of 10% for PF
devices experimentally optimized for neutron production. A
few years ago, Soto [2, 7] extended this observation to PF
devices working with stored energy of hundreds and tens of
joules. Soto also introduced the ‘energy density parameter’
(28E/a 3 ) as an additional observation to the PF common
parameters. The value for the energy density parameter is
(1–10) × 1010 J m−3 for devices working from 1 MJ to 50 J. At
present, the constancy of the drive parameter and that of the
energy density parameter are useful design tools for PF devices.

Figure 1. A scheme of the equivalent circuit and the plasma
dynamics are shown. The capacitor C is discharged over the
electrode through a spark gap (SG). The plasma dynamics is
sketched in a side section of the electrodes, I: the discharge starts
over the insulator, II, III: the current sheath is accelerated along the
coaxial electrodes and IV: pinch.

2. Research program at the Chilean Nuclear Energy
Commission

with an aspect ratio >1 (typically 5–10). Also, devices with
a hybrid aspect ratio (typically 1 to 2) have been developed
[2–9, 15, 16].
Figure 1 shows the scheme of the equivalent electrical
circuit and the discharge evolution in a Mather type PF. The
electrodes are in the vertical position; the anode at the center
is partially covered from its base by a coaxial insulator. The
discharge starts over the insulator surface. Then, the plasma
sheath comes off and it is axially accelerated by the magnetic
field self-generated by the current. After the current sheath
runs over the upper end of the central electrode, the plasma is
compressed in a small region (the focus or pinch). In most
of the devices, these three stages last a few microseconds,
and less than 500 ns in the new generation of fast plasma
foci [2]. The maximum pinch compression should be close
to the peak current in order to achieve the best efficiency.
Depending on the energy of the pulse power generator, the
current in the pinch varies from tens of kiloamperes to some
mega-amperes. The pinch generates beams of ions and
electrons, and ultrashort x-ray pulses. The duration of these
pulses is of the order of a few nanoseconds to hundreds of
nanoseconds. Using deuterium gas, PF devices produce fusion
D–D reactions, generating fast-neutron pulses (∼2.5 MeV)
and protons (leaving behind 3 He and 3 H).
Scaling laws for neutron yield and the scalability
properties in PF devices have been a subject of study since
early PF research [45, 46]. From experimental data compiled
during the past decades, scaling laws for neutron yield, Y,
were established in the 1970s and 1980s. From different
optimized devices that operate with D2 in a particular stored
energy from a few kilojoules to hundreds of kilojoules, most
authors agree that Y scale as Y ∼ E 2 and Y ∼ I03.3 (where
E is the initial stored energy in the capacitor bank and I0

In the last few years, on the one hand, a few works on PF
configuration using the SPEED2 generator charging at 70 kJ
have been made at the Chilean Nuclear Energy Commission
(CCHEN). On the other hand, experimental studies in PF have
been extended to devices operating under 1 kJ, in the range
of hundreds and tens of joules [3–8]. Moreover, a device
that operates with only 100 mJ has recently been designed and
constructed at CCHEN [9]. The experiments at CCHEN have
been performed in the following devices: SPEED2 (70 kJ),
PF-400J (400 J), PF-50J (50 and 67 J) and Nanofocus, NF
(0.1 and 0.26 J). Further details of these experiments and their
diagnostics can be found elsewhere [3–9, 18, 19]. The research
work includes the study of neutron yield, angular distribution
of neutrons, energy distribution of neutrons, x-ray emission,
plasma dynamics and density measurements.
The results obtained in the PF research program at
CCHEN can be summarized as follows.
Neutron yield. Neutron yield versus deuterium filled pressure
has been obtained for PF-400J operating at ∼400 J and for
PF-50J operating at 50 and 70 J. The maximum measured
neutron yield was (1.06 ± 0.13) × 106 neutrons per shot at
9 mbar in the PF-400J [6] and (3.6±1.5)×104 neutrons per shot
at 9 mbar in the PF-50J operating at 67 J and (1.3 ± 0.5) × 104
neutrons per shot at 6 mbar in the PF-50J operating at 50 J [8].
From these results, the following scaling laws for PF devices
operating under 1 kJ have been obtained: Y ∼ 7.73×10−5 Io4.82
(with Io the pinch current in kA), Y ∼ 3.15E 2.13 (with
E the energy in the capacitor bank in J). If additional data
obtained recently by other groups are considered [10–12],
similar power dependences are obtained for sub-kilojoules
2
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Angular distribution of neutron emission. Angular distribution of neutron emission was obtained in the PF-400J
device using CR-39 nuclear track detectors covered with
polyethylene located at several positions (between −90◦ to
90◦ ). The angular measurements were compared with the
total neutron yield (integral of the angular measurements).
The results are consistent with an angular uniform plateau
(isotropic emission) plus a shape peaked in the direction of
the axis of the discharge (anisotropic emission). Isotropic
components account for 57.5% of the accumulative emission,
while the anisotropy component accounts for the remaining
42.5%. The anisotropic component appears between +50◦ and
−50◦ approximately [21].
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Energy distribution of the neutrons. Five scintillation
detectors (scintillator + photomultiplier) were located at
different distances in radial orientation with the discharge in
the PF-400J; the energy spectrum was obtained [21], with an
average energy and dispersion of (2.5 ± 1) MeV. In the case of
the PF-50J only two scintillation detectors were used and the
energy of the neutrons was estimated to be 2.7 ± 1.8 MeV [8].
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X-ray emission. Hard x-ray emission has been studied in the
PF-400J using a commercial radiographic recording system
(13 × 18 cm2 ), Curix ST-G2 from AGFA was used together
with AGFA suggested developer and fixer for this film. The
film is placed inside a plastic light tight cassette, Curix
from AGFA, containing intensifying plastic screen sensitive
to x-radiation. The cassette with the film was placed as close
to the object to be imaged as possible to improve the image
quality. The object is placed between the PF device and the
cassette. A photomultiplier tube with a plastic scintillator
is used to monitor the x-ray emission in each shot. This
diagnostic is placed perpendicularly to the symmetry axis at
the anode top level. Radiographs of an array of filters of
different materials of millimeter thickness were obtained with
the PF-400J.
In order to estimate the average energy of the x-ray
emitted by the PF devices, a monoenergetic radiation was
assumed. When a monoenergetic radiation interacts with
an element, the classical exponential radiation decay relation
through the matter is I (x)/I0 = exp(−K · x), where I (x)/I0
is the normalized radiation intensity after traveling a distance
x inside the material characterized by a linear attenuation
coefficient K. From this relation, it is possible to obtain the
effective linear attenuation coefficient K when different gray
shades of the digitalized images are linked to the I (x)/I0 ratio.
This method provides a correlation between K and the x-ray
energy [22]. Thus, an effective mean energy of 90 ± 5 keV
was obtained for the PF-400J using the Curix ST-G2 AGFA
system as the recording media.
The same method was used to characterize the x-ray
emission from the Nanofocus device operating at 0.1 J.
Radiographs of an array of aluminum filters of 30, 45 and
60 µm on a HP5 Ilford film were obtained by integrating 1200
shots on the film. In this case, an effective mean energy of
4.3 ± 0.3 keV was obtained [23].

Figure 2. Neutron yield, Y, scaling laws for sub-kilojoules PF
devices (I: current, E: stored energy). Data include results from
CCHEN (PF-400J [6], PF-50J [8]) and others groups (125 J [10],
200 J [11], FMPF-1 [12]).

PF devices: Y ∼ 8.43 × 10−4 Io4.59 , Y ∼ 2.43E 2.38 (as shown
in figure 2). This result is consistent with scaling laws with
numerical experiments for a few kilojoules and sub-kilojoules
devices [48, 50].
In the SPEED2 the neutron yield versus deuterium filled
pressure is still being characterized. SPEED2 uses a special
insulator, quartz covered with alumina, and it requires several
shots of preparation in order to obtain a neutron yield with
dispersion lower than 30% between shots. We have not had
enough shots with the same insulator in order to achieve the
proper conditions of operation. Preliminary results obtained
at CCHEN show a neutron yield of the order of 1010 neutrons
per shot; the maximum value obtained till now at CCHEN
is 2 × 1010 neutrons per shot at 2–3 mbar, 70 kJ, 2.4 MA. In
Düsseldorf, a neutron yield of the order of 1011 –1012 neutrons
per shot was obtained [20].
A repetitive PF, PFR, which works at 30 kV with
deuterium at a pressure of 9.2 mbar with a repetition rate from
3 to 6 Hz was developed. It produces (2.1 ± 0.34) × 107
neutrons, for each burst of 5 s duration, i.e. 15 to 30 shots per
burst.
In addition, evidence of neutron emission has been
observed in the ultraminiature device Nanofocus operating at
0.1 J of stored energy and 20 Hz of repetition rate. However,
the reproducibility of this miniature device is low and several
technological subjects have to be previously solved in order
to produce neutrons for periods greater than minutes. Due to
the low reproducibility of the Nanofocus and the fact that the
device has not yet been optimized, the data of its neutron yield
were not included in the plot of figure 2.
3
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stored energy under 1 kJ, to hundreds and tens of joules
(section 2 and table 1). It is interesting to point out that
the plasma parameters (which remain practically constant in
PF devices) are correlated with the value of electrical and
geometrical parameters of the devices through to the drive
parameter Io /ap 1/2 and the energy density parameter 28E/a 3 .
Table 2 shows the value of these parameters for devices with
stored energies ranging from 1 MJ to 0.1 J. More devices in
the range of hundreds of joules reported recently are included,
complementing the data tabulated previously in [2, 7, 17].
From table 2, if only the data for optimized PF devices
emitting neutrons are considered it is clear that when the initial
stored energy varies by a factor of 108 , the drive parameter
varies only by a factor of 2, the energy density parameter varies
by a factor of ∼10 and the energy per mass parameter varies
by a factor of 23.

Plasma dynamics and electron density. An intensified CCD
camera (ICCD) gated at 5 ns exposure time and synchronized
with the discharge has been used in order to obtain the side
view images of the visible light emitted from the plasma.
A sequence of the plasma dynamics was obtained for the
PF-50J [5]. From the observations, an average radial velocity
of the order of 105 m s−1 was obtained. It was also found that
the plasma velocity speeds up nearly twice its value close to
the pinching time. The final pinch radius observed was of the
order of 0.12a, with a the anode radius. This diagnostic was
also used to characterize the plasma motion in the Nanofocus
device. The dynamics observed from the photographs in this
ultraminiaturized device operating at only 0.1 J is consistent
with the dynamics observed in devices operating at energies
several orders of magnitude higher: (a) formation of a plasma
sheath close to the insulator surface, (b) the plasma covering
the anode, (c) radial compression over the anode and (d) finally
the plasma is detached from the anode in the axial direction [9].
In addition, a refractive optical system was employed in
order to measure the electron density and the dimensions of the
pinch column. A Mach–Zehnder interferometer using a pulsed
Nd-YAG laser was employed (600 mJ, 532 nm, 8 ns) [19, 24].
The diagnostic was applied to the PF-400J and PF-50J devices.
A maximum electron density of (8.4 ± 1.3) × 1024 m−3 was
measured on the axis in the PF-400J operated in H2 [24] and of
(1.5 ± 0.2) × 1025 m−3 in the PF-50J operated in D2 [19]. The
pinch radius observed with this method in the PF-400J was of
the order of 0.12a, and between 0.1a and 0.2a in the PF-50J.
The corresponding line density was measured in (8.6 ± 1) ×
1018 m−1 for the PF-400J operated in H2 and in (2.2 ± 0.3) ×
1018 m−1 for the PF-50J operated in D2 . In addition, in the
PF-50J, a temporal sequence of interferograms was obtained
and the same radial velocities obtained with the ICCD camera
were measured (of the order of 105 m s−1 for the average radial
velocity and ∼2 × 105 m s−1 close to the pinch moment) [19].
Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of the PF
devices at the CCHEN.
Even though the results obtained in our laboratory
devoted to x-ray emission have been summarized and some
papers related to the study of scaling laws for x-rays or
particle emission in PF devices are available [43, 44], there is
insufficient information to propose a comprehensive analysis
related to scaling laws of x-rays and other emission for PF
devices. In the next section a discussion on scalability
properties, scaling laws, similarities and differences among
PF devices optimized for neutron emission is presented.

3.1. Similarities
A discussion about the significance of the drive parameter and
of the energy density parameter allows one to understand the
similarities observed in PF devices ranging eight orders of
magnitude in energy.
The drive parameter and its importance in the performance
of PF as a source of fusion neutrons were discussed by Lee and
Serban [17]. Simple models to describe the PF dynamics show
that I /ap1/2 is relevant. The model developed by Lee describes
the axial phase of the dynamics by a snow-plow model and the
radial phase by a slug model [4, 30]. The coupling of drive
magnetic field to the plasma sheath in the axial and radial
phases, using either the snow-plow or the slug model, indicates
that the characteristic axial velocity, va , and radial velocity, vr ,
both depend on I /ap1/2 . Thus,
va ∝ I /ap 1/2 ,
vr ∝ I /ap 1/2 .
Note that the magnetic pressure, B 2 /2µ ∝ (I /a)2 , is the
magnetic energy per unit volume associated with the current I
flowing in radius a. Dividing by the mass density ρ (or p, given
that ρ ∝ p), the magnetic energy per unit mass is obtained.
Thus, magnetic energy per unit mass ∝(I /a)2 /p ≡ ζ 2 .
Zhang et al [31] note a simple consistent picture. The
magnetic piston delivering magnetic energy per unit mass ∝ζ 2
drives the shock system to velocity ζ with kinetic energy per
unit mass ∝ζ 2 .
The energy density parameter was introduced by Soto
[2, 7] as a way to compare different PF devices. Although
only a fraction of the initial energy E stored in the capacitor
bank is transferred to the plasma, the parameter E/Vp (where
Vp is the final pinch volume) is often used to characterize
the plasma energy density in order to compare different
devices. According to scaling numerical simulations [17, 30]
and experimental observations [5, 8, 17, 19] the final pinch
radius rp (prior to the appearance of instabilities with the
subsequent appearance of smaller inhomogeneities in the
plasma column) is of the order of 0.12a and the maximum
pinch height is of the order 0.8a. Thus the final plasma
volume Vp (prior to the appearance of probable instabilities)

3. Discussion
A common feature of PF devices is the existence of plasma
parameters that remain relatively constant for facilities in
every optimized plasma foci for neutron production in a wide
range of energy, from a few kilojoules to 1 MJ: electron
density ∼1025 m−3 , temperature in the range 300 eV–1 keV,
and the velocity of the current sheath with an average value
of ∼1 × 105 m s−1 in the axial phase and ∼2.5 × 105 m s−1
at the end of the pinch compression. At the CCHEN, these
observations have been extended to devices working with
4
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Table 1. Main characteristics of the PF devices at CCHEN and experimental observations.
Device

Capacity (nF)
Charging
voltage (kV)
Maximum
Typical
operation
Inductance
(nH)
Time to peak
current (ns)
Stored energy
(J)
Maximum
Typical operation
Peak current
(kA)
Maximum
Typical
operation
Anode
Radius (cm)
Material
Cathode
Radius (cm)
Material
Effective anode
length (cm)
Insulator
Length (cm)
Material
Size (capacitor
bank and
discharge
chamber)
Weight (capacitor
bank and
discharge
chamber) (kg)
Maximum
repetition
rate (Hz)
Typical
operation
(Hz)
Neutron yield
per shot
Ion density on the
axis n (m−3 )
Number of ions per
unit length (line
density) N (m−1 )
Energy of the
neutrons ±
dispersion (MeV)
Maximum
neutron flux
in repetitive
operation
a

SPEED2
[41]

SPEED4

PF-400J
[6]

PF-50J
[8, 19]

NF
[9]

4.16a

1.25a

880

160

5

300
150

100
60

35
30

35
25–30

15
5–10

20

40

38

38

5

400

350

300

150

16

187
67

6.25
2.25

540
400

100
50–70

0.56
0.1

4000
2400

550
330

168
127

70
50–60

15
5–10

5.4
Copper

1.6
Copper

0.6
Copper

0.3
Copper

0.08–0.022
Copper

11
Copper
1.5–2.5

4.5
Copper
1–2

1.3
Copper
0.7

1.1
Copper
0.48

—
Copper
0.04

6.5
Quartz
covered
with alumina
8m × 8m × 2m

2.7–3.9
Alumina

2.1
Alumina

2.4
Alumina

1
Quartz
and
alumina
1 m × 1 m × 0.5 m 50 cm × 30 cm × 30 cm 50 cm × 30 cm × 20 cm 25 cm × 25 cm × 5 cm

10 000

200

50

50

5

1

1

50

Single shot

Single shot

1–20

∼1011 –1012
—
(Düsseldorf) [20]
∼2 × 1010 (CCHEN)

1.2 × 106 at 400 J
and 9 mbar in D2

102 with low
reproducibility

—

—

—

—

(8.4 ± 1.3) × 1024
in H2
(8.6 ± 1) × 1018
in H2

3.6 × 104 at 70 J
and 9 mbar in D2
1.3 × 104 at 50 J
and 6 mbar in D2
(1.5 ± 0.2) × 1025
in D2
(2.2 ± 0.3) × 1018
in D2

—

—

2.5 ± 1

2.7 ± 1.8

—

—

—

106 n s−1

3.6 × 104 n s−1

∼103 –104 n s−1
expected for
short periods
(less than 1 min.)

Single shot

Single shot

Equivalent capacity of the SPEED generators.

5

—
—
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Table 2. The drive parameter (Io /ap 1/2 ) and the density energy parameter (28E/a 3 ) are listed for various PF devices, E is the stored energy
in the capacitor bank, Io is the peak current, a the anode radius and p the gas filling pressure for the maximum neutron yield.
Drive
parameter
I /p1/2 a
(kA mbar−1/2 cm−1 )

Energy per
mass
parameter
E/a 3 p
(×107 J m−3 mbar−1 )

Device [reference]location

Energy
E (kJ)

Anode
radius
a (cm)

Peak
current
(kA)

Pressure
(mbar)

Energy
density
parameter
28 E/a 3 (J m−3 )

PF-1000 [25]-Poland
PF-360 [26]-Poland
SPEED2 [2]-Chile
7 kJ PF [27]-Japan
GN1 [28]-Argentina
Fuego Nuevo II [16] Mexico
UNU/ICTP-PF [29]-Asia
and Africa
PACOa [15, 16]-Argentina
PF-400J [6]-Chile
FMPF-1 [12] Singapore
200Ja Batt-PF [11] India
125J PF [10] Argentina
PF-50J [2, 8]-Chile

1064
130
70
7
4.7
4.6
2.9

12.2
6
5.4
1.75
1.9
2.5
0.95

2300
1200
2400
390
—
350
172

6.6
1.6
2.7
6
—
3.7
8.5

1.6 × 1010
1.7 × 1010
1.2 × 1010
3.7 × 1010
1.9 × 1010
0.8 × 1010
9.5 × 1010

73.4
61.4
—
91
—
73
81

8.5
38
15.9
22
—
7.7
4.1

2
0.4
0.23
0.2
0.125
0.07
0.05
0.000 25
0.000 1

2.5
0.6
0.35
0.5
0.75
0.3
0.3
0.021
0.08

250
127
80
83
62
60
50
6
4.5

1.5
9
5.5
10
2
9
6
16
3

3.6 × 109
5.2 × 1010
1.5 × 1011
4.5 × 1010
0.83 × 1010
7.3 × 1010
5.2 × 1010
7.6 × 1011
5.5 × 109

95
70
97
52a
58a
66.7
68
70
32a

8.5
2
5.35
1.6a
1.5a
2.9

NFa [9]-Chile

16.9
0.65a

a

Some very small devices, recently developed, are probably not optimized yet. The energy density parameter has a value of the order of
(1–10) × 1010 J m−3 for all the experimentally optimized machines listed. The drive parameter has practically the same value for all the
experimentally optimized machines listed (68–95 kA cm−1 mbar−1/2 ). A new parameter related to the energy per mass was introduced now,
‘energy per mass parameter’ E/a 3 p. Note that the three parameters listed in the right-hand side columns are practically constant in
comparison throughout the eight orders of magnitude in stored energy range.

is of the order of π(0.12a 2 ) × (0.8a) = 0.036a 3 , and the
plasma energy density at the pinch moment is proportional
to E/Vp ∼ 28E/a 3 . Soto observed that the value of this
parameter, 28E/a 3 , is roughly constant in various devices that
operate at different energies.
The constancy of these parameters for any PF
experimentally optimized for neutron emission and the fact
that the dimensions of the pinch, length zp and radius rp ,
are both proportional to the anode radius a have interesting
consequences.

gas density, n0 , compressed to the pinch radius, rp , thus
n = fmr n0 (a/rp )2 , with fmr the ionization mass factor
in the radial phase and n0 the number of atoms per volume
at filling pressure. Considering that rp ∼ 0.12a and
fmr ∼ 0.25 (typical values from numerical simulations
[30] and also experimentally measured [5, 19]), an average
pinch ion density of the order of n = 18n0 is estimated.
Typically the filling gas pressure is of a few mbars. Thus
the value of n = 18n0 is consistent with the n value
measured experimentally on the pinch axis of the order of
1025 m−3 , i.e. an average of the order of 5 × 1024 m−3 for
a PF with initial stored energy of MJ, kJ, J or less than 1 J,
in any of them.
(c) The mean Alfvén speed is practically the same for any
PF experimentally optimized for neutron emission. The
mean Alfvén speed for a Z-pinch is valfven  = B(r =
rp )/2(µ0 rp )1/2 , with ρp  the mean pinch mass density.
Following the arguments presented in (b) it is clear that
ρp  is proportional to the filling gas density or filling gas
pressure. Thus, valfven  ∝ I0 /ap 1/2 , and its value can be
estimated to be above 105 m s−1 .
(d) The temperature in the pinch is of the same order of
magnitude in any PF experimentally optimized for neutron
emission. This statement is valid for the two main
mechanisms that contribute to the heating of the plasma
in a PF: the shock wave in the radial phase and the current
at the pinch moment. On the one hand, for a strong shock
system, approximately 50% of the shock kinetic energy is
converted into the thermal energy in the shock layer. As it
has been established that kinetic energy per unit mass of

(a) The magnetic field at the pinch radius has practically the
same value for PF devices with energies from 1 MJ to less
than 1 J. This statement is a consequence of the variation
of nearly one order of magnitude in the operating pressure
and the constancy of the drive parameter. The mass per
unit volume p (or pressure) ranges on order of magnitude,
thus p 1/2 varies by nearly 30%. As the magnetic field
is proportional to I0 /rp ∝ I0 /a and the drive parameter
remains constant in devices operating in a wide range of
energies, it is possible to roughly consider that I /a could
vary only in the order of 30% in the same range of devices
with different energies. Therefore it is possible to obtain
at the edge of the pinch magnetic fields of the order of 30
to 40 T, in any of the PF with initial stored energy of MJ,
kJ, J or less than 1 J.
(b) The ion pinch density is proportional to the filling gas
density (or filling mass, or filling pressure). To estimate
the average ion density in the pinch, n, in PF devices,
we consider the sweep gas onto the anode from the filling
6
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the plasma sheath is proportional to I 2 /a 2 p [31], it means
that the square of the drive parameter is a measure of the
energy per unit mass.

3.2. Differences
Even though several plasma parameters remain practically with
the same value in any PF experimentally optimized for neutron
emission, there is an important difference which determines
the stability properties of the plasma pinch. As the ion pinch
density, n, is practically the same, but the pinch radius changes,
the line density N is different in every device and depends on
the stored energy and on the anode radius.

On the other hand, the contribution to heating by the current
can be estimated by the Bennett relation:
kTB = (µ0 /16π)I 2 /N,
with N the number of ions per unit length (ion line density),

N = 2π nr dr,

N ∝ a 2 n,

n = N/π rp2 ,

E/Vp n = const. → E ∝ Vp n ∝ a 3 n.

N = nπrp2 ∝ n0 a 2 ,

Thus, N ∝ E/a.
As the stability properties in a Z-pinch depend on the line
density N and other parameters, it means that the stability
regime, in which a particular PF device lives, depends on the
energy of the device and on the anode radius.
It is well known that a large majority of the modern
Z-pinch experiments operate in a region of parameter space
in which ideal MHD stability is not applicable. The stability
behavior can be discussed in terms of certain dimensionless
parameters. This can be visualized in the diagram for
regimes of Z-pinch stability developed by Haines and Coppins
[32]. If the Bennett equilibrium holds, the stability can be
characterized in terms of the line density N and the product
between the total pinch current raised to the fourth power and
the pinch radius I 4 rp . Details of this diagram can be found
elsewhere [32]. In particular for a Z-pinch in deuterium the
Lundquist number S, the product between the ion Larmor i
and the ion collision frequency τi and the mean ion Larmor
radius ai can be written as

kTB ∝ I 2 /n0 a 2 ∝ I 2 /a 2 p.
Therefore, the Bennett temperature is proportional to the
square value of the drive parameter.
As the two main heating mechanisms are proportional
to the square value of the drive parameter, it is possible to
conclude that the plasma temperature in the pinch does not
deviate much among different devices with energies from
megajoules to less than 1 J.
The statement can also be analyzed using other constant
parameters (the energy density parameter E/Vp and the mean
ion density n). Combining these parameters, the quantity
E/(Vp n) is also constant. The latter parameter represents the
energy per ion, which defines the ion temperature. Thus,
T ∝ E/(Vp n).
Therefore, any PF device with a similar energy density
parameter and ion density has a temperature of the same order.
The last column of table 2 includes a parameter
proportional to the energy per ion. Note that for devices with
stored energy ranging eight orders of magnitude, the energy per
particle parameter (essentially the energy per mass parameter,
E/a 3 p) ranges in the same order of magnitude for neutron
optimized PF (only a factor 1/23 versus a factor 1/108 ).
As previously discussed, on eight orders of magnitude of
variation in stored energy, the drive parameter varies only by a
factor of 2 while the energy density parameter varies by a factor
of 10 and the energy per mass parameter varies by a factor
of 23. The energy density and energy per mass parameters
are essentially proportional to the square of drive parameter,
thus only a variation by a factor of 4 should be expected.
However, it is necessary to remember that for calculating the
energy density parameter, E/Vp ∼ 28E/a 3 , and the energy
per mass parameter, E/a 3 p, the pinch radius is considered to
be 0.15a, but actually the pinch radius could vary from 0.1a
to 0.2a. Therefore, a variation factor of 23 = 8 in the energy
density parameter is possible. In the case of the energy per
mass parameter, the variation in the filling pressure could also
be considered which would increase the expected variation of
this parameter. In spite of these considerations, a variation by
a factor of 10 or 23 compared with a factor of 108 could be
considered negligible. However, it can be clearly seen in table 2
that the most constant parameter is the ‘drive parameter’.

S = 3.86 × 1023 I 4 rp /N,
i τi = 3.64 × 1030 I 4 rp /N 5/2 ,
ai /rp = 8.08 × 1030 N −1/2 .
It has been theoretically conjectured that there is a threshold for
stabilization due to resistive effects corresponding to S ∼ 100;
enhanced stability is expected if S < 100 [32]. In addition,
it has been experimentally observed that for Z-pinches with a
value of S < 100, no instabilities are observed [35–38]. Also
large Larmor radius (LLR) effects play a stabilization role. The
LLR stabilization effects are important when ai /rp > 0.1 and
if i τi > 1.
Most of the theoretical works on this topic use the basic
Vlasov fluid model to treat the ions, where it is obtained that the
LLR effects can reduce linear growth rates of the instabilities
by up to a factor of about 5 for m = 0 and 8 for m = 1.
Theoretically, the lowest growth rate occurs for ai /rp ∼ 0.1–
0.2 [33, 34]. There exists experimental evidence indicating that
enhanced stability is found for values of ai /rp close to 0.1–0.2
for both m = 1 [24, 36, 37] and m = 0 [39] instabilities.
All the PF devices listed in table 2 are plotted in the
diagram for Z-pinch stability regimes (figure 3). Although
the pinch current is a fraction of the peak current (typically
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– Any PF device with a similar drive parameter, energy
density parameter and ion density has a temperature of
the same order. Thus, an experimental measurement of
temperature in a particular PF could be used to estimate
the temperature of any PF experimentally optimized for
neutron emission. In [40] the temperature was measured
in a PF of some kilojoules by means of spectroscopy
techniques as ∼0.6–1 keV. Then, it is possible to assume
that the temperature in any PF operating properly,
including the smallest ones such as the PF-50J and the
Nanofocus, has a temperature of that order.
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The PF is a self-scaled device. However, the stability
regime, in which a particular PF device lives, depends on the
energy of the device and the anode radius. Large PF devices
(hundreds of kilojoules and megajoules) are in the ideal MHD
region, and are unstable. In contrast, the smallest device with
stored energy less than 1 J, Nanofocus, could present enhanced
stability by means of the resistive effects. PF devices in the
range of hundreds and tens of joules could present enhanced
stability by means of LLR effects.
An open challenge for PF research, for both basic
and applied science, is to increase the energy per particle
(temperature) in order to increase the neutron yield. Is there
any operational region in which this could be possible? The PF
is a self-scaled device; however, the dependence of the stability
properties on the energy of the device and on the anode radius
could open this possibility.
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Figure 3. Different plasma foci that work with stored energy
ranging from 0.1 J to 1 MJ are plotted in the diagram for Z-pinch
stability given by Haines and Coppins [32].

0.8–0.9 from numerical simulations fitted with experimental
results [30]) the peak current I0 of table 2 was used. The log
plot and the scale used practically absorb this difference. The
line density was estimated for each device using the relation
N = nπ rp2 , with rp = 0.15a.
From the diagram in figure 3, it is possible to note that
large PF devices (hundreds of kilojoules and megajoules) are
in the ideal MHD region, and are unstable. In contrast, the
smallest device with stored energy less than 1 J, Nanofocus,
could be stabilized by means of the resistive effects. With
more current, the PF devices in the range of hundreds and tens
of joules could be stabilized by means of the LLR effects [24].
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4. Conclusions
A comprehensive study of the scaling laws together with
similarities and differences in PF devices working with stored
energy ranging eight orders of magnitude, from 1 MJ to 0.1 J
was presented. From the study it is possible to draw the
following conclusions for any PF experimentally optimized
for neutron emission, independent of the initial stored energy.
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